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A Message from
Rabbi Shmuel Fuerst
Dear Friends,
As another season comes to a close, we are overwhelmed
with gratitude for the incredible support we receive from
all of you. For over 30 years, the Chicago Chesed Fund
has been helping families and individuals throughout
the Chicago area with integrity, compassion, and
personalized care. The work we do here at CCF would not
be possible without the tireless support of the community,
our generous donors, and all our volunteers.
This Pesach, we were zocheh to help thousands of
individuals and their families enjoy the holiday with dignity
and sensitivity. Beginning in January, we started to receive
shipments of Pesach essentials. Entire trailer loads of
chicken, matzah, grape and apple juice, and half-trailer
loads of wine, fish, frozen vegetables, and many more items
were delivered to the CCF warehouse. In March, two and
a half extra aisles were opened, fully stocked with Pesach’s
every necessity, ranging from cleaning supplies to baking
and cooking ingredients to paper goods.
Last month we hosted our second annual Speed to Feed
5k Run, driving revenue for our families in need. This year
we also introduced a second exciting initiative: StepUp,
a women’s tower climb to help raise funds for infertility
treatment. These events were met with an enthusiastic
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community response which helped develop a sense of
togetherness and unity as our community members ran
side by side to help.
As we are celebrating more and more simchos every day,
I, on behalf of hundreds of families, would like to personally
thank all of you for your continued support for our Shas for
Shidduchim campaign. We continue to receive calls and
letters from parents and individuals who are now celebrating
simchos, giving us tremendous chizuk and assuring us that
our efforts continue to BE”H be met with success.
Just watching the community’s involvement in our ongoing
activities, I see an incredible amount of achdus. Every day
we aspire to do more and, as always, we have many exciting
events on the horizon. Because of your support, the Chicago
Chesed Fund hopes to IY”H continue to make an impact.
In the merit of your generosity, may Hashem grant you and
your family a year of bracha, hatzlacha and much nachas.
Sincerely,

Founder, Chicago Chesed Fund

THE CHICAGO JEWISH COMMUNITY recently mourned the loss of
Jack Fleischer, z”l, a dedicated father, husband, grandfather and
Chicago Chesed Fund volunteer, who passed away at the age of 75.
Jack Fleischer will be sorely missed and fondly remembered by
the community for his dedication to chesed, kind demeanor, and
warm smile. The Chicago Chesed Fund extends its deepest
condolences to the Fleischer family.
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Kindness starts with

YOUTH
T

he “I Am Chesed” initiative aims to provide
families with the necessary pantry and
household staples while getting kids
involved in the effort. The exciting handson approach to chesed allows children to
learn about the value of giving through real,
tangible experience. The Chicago Chesed
Fund provides a list of items that
are needed, and parents take
their kids shopping for those
items. The children then come
to the warehouse, partake in a
tour of the facilities, and stock
the shelves with the items that
they’ve just purchased.
The program was spearheaded
by Tzvi Reifer, who wanted to
give his son a more active role
in chesed. After bringing his
son to the Chicago Chesed Fund
for a tour of the warehouse, the

idea to get more kids
involved was sparked.
Reifer then got in touch
with Goldie Rebel, the
Director of Marketing of
the Chicago Chesed Fund.
She enlisted Shoshana Moskowitz, Program and Volunteer
Coordinator, who has been giving adults and children
tours of the warehouse for about four years. With
the ability to formulate a tour for children in such an
adult environment as a warehouse, Shoshana was
excited to get on board.
“Seeing the looks on their faces when they
understand and have fun leaves me feeling
accomplished and motivated. My favorite
part is not the ‘thank you’ that I get, but
when I see these kids weeks later and
they tell me how much they learned and
remember the experience,” she said.
Since February, the program has been
growing and flourishing with more and
more parents and children signing up
every day.
For more information, visit chicagochesedfund.org/children,
or to schedule a private volunteering appointment contact
Shoshana Moskowitz at ShoshanaM@ChicagoChesedFund.org
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Staycation Tips for
the Entire Family

W

ith the weather heating up, it’s time to plan for
summer. But just because the kids are off doesn’t
mean you have to go away. Enter the staycation:
the increasingly popular idea of spending vacation right
at home. That’s right, summer doesn’t have to come with a
massive price tag. You can plan a fun and creative staycation
right here in Chicago without breaking the bank. And like any
vacation, a great staycation needs a great plan. Shake up your
summer with these fun tips:

1. Check out Chicago like a tourist

2. Embrace the outdoors
Summer and nature
go hand in hand and
even if you stay local,
there is plenty to see
and do. Outdoor
activities are not
only cheap, but
can help you stay
healthy, happy, and in
shape all summer long. Unplug from your
smartphones, take a break from your emails,
and log out of your social media for the day
to take it all in. A stroll through the park, a
hike, or hopping on a local bike trail can all
be incredible ways to escape the routine and
can be relaxing and invigorating at the same
time. And as an added bonus, many are free!
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3. Get your kids involved
Those long
summer
♫
days are
the perfect
♫
opportunity
for fun family
projects and
activities and
kids love to be
involved in
the planning.
In the weeks leading up to summer, start to
build excitement. Count down the days as
you plan with them. A day trip, an exciting
treasure hunt, or even a trip to the local
library are all great ways to bond with your
children. A calendar with different activities
or an activity jar which kids can contribute to
are great ideas for keeping boredom at bay
and getting them involved.
♫

Every city boasts
something unique,
and Chicago is no
different. Our days
are so busy, chances
are you haven’t
taken advantage of
some of the gems
Chicago has to offer.
This summer, grab the
opportunity to really soak it all up. Gather
your friends, siblings or kids and set out for
the day with a camera and a map to discover
the fun right outside your door. Check out
some local amusement parks, spend the day
in the serene Garfield Park Conservatory
or take a river cruise like a tourist. Whether
you’re into museums, national parks or
aquariums, there’s always something for
everyone!
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H

ere are some
fun things to
check out in the
area. Make sure to check
in advance to make sure
that they are suitable for
you and your children.
And always call before;
many of these places offer
reduced rates for those
with Link or WIC cards!

4. Master the art
of summer cuisine
Nothing screams
vacation more
than great food,
but eating out
can quickly
add costs. This
summer involve
your kids in the
cooking and become an expert at summer
cuisine. Summer food is fresh, healthy,
and kid-friendly. Bored of your kitchen?
Why not shake up the routine with a fun
picnic in the park? Picnicking is a great
outdoor activity and all you need is a
cute basket, a checked blanket, and
some great food!

Exploratorium
4701 Oakton St.
Skokie, IL 60076
(847) 674-1500, ext. 2700
Independence Grove
Forest Preserve
16400 Buckley Rd.
Libertyville, IL 60048
(847) 968-3499
Peggy Notebaert
Nature Museum
2430 N. Cannon Drive
(773) 755-5100
Stade’s Farm
3709 Miller Rd.
McHenry, IL 60051
(815) 675-6396
Didier Farms
16678 Aptakisic Rd.
Lincolnshire, IL 60069
(847) 634-3291
Adams Playground Park
1919 N Seminary Ave.
Chicago, IL 60614
(312) 742-7787
Funtopia Glenview
2050 Tower Dr.
Glenview, IL 60026
(224) 432-5435
Richardson
Adventure Farm
909 English Prairie Rd.
Spring Grove, IL 60081
(815) 675-9729
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Chicago
Runs on

Chesed

R

iding on last year’s success, the Chicago Community
once again gathered for the Chicago Chesed Fund’s
second Speed to Feed, a community-wide men’s 5-k
race. After weeks of anticipation, community members banded
together on Sunday, May 6th, to run the scenic Linne Woods
race-track in Morton Grove, Illinois, in order to raise funds to
help feed Chicago’s families and individuals in need.
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The event yielded a great turnout and
a tremendous outpouring of support,
as over 40 runners, both grandchildren
and grandfathers, marathon pros and those
who had never run before, ran side by side in
support of the cause with the energy and ruach of
hundreds. Buzz was in the air and the atmosphere

at 21:42 minutes after completing another
5-K race the very same morning. Elly Bachrach
came in 2nd place at 22:17 and Mark
Zagorin came in third at 22:52 minutes. The
participants of the race had their official time
recorded by It’s Race Time, Inc. using the Bib

waving children came in support of their fathers and

Chip Timing System and supporters were able

crossing the finish line, the crowds of runners and
supporters stuck around until the last group of
runners had completed the run, cheering
them on.

to track the runners’ speeds in real time.
Speed To Feed could not have taken place
without the help of our committee members—
Moshe Isenberg, Shully Lichtman, David
Tessler, and Mark Zagorin — who dedicated

“It wasn’t just about running,” said

themselves to Chicago Chesed Fund’s vision.

committee member Moshe Isenberg,

And of course, a giant shout-out goes to all

“It was about running for a cause. A lot

our runners for their incredible support and

of us run to keep ourselves healthy, but

devotion to the cause. Each runner crossing the

the bottom line is that this race raised tons
of money for the Chicago Chesed Fund.”

CCF would like to thank
all of our participants:
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to Feed winners! Ilan Herfetz came in 1st place

was filled with excitement as face-painted, signbrothers, inspiriting support for the event. Even after

Michael Allen
Dovid Aronin
Binyomin Babendir
Elly Bachrach
Moshe Bass

Huge congratulations are in order to our Speed

Eli Block
Zev Blumenthal
Ari Burian
David Burian
Ilan Cohn

Steven Cohn
Chaim Dissen
Dovid Dissen
Sholom Francis
Rabbi Shalom Garfinkel
Eliezer Grunberg
Ilan Heifetz
Sam Hunt

finish line contributed to a resounding victory
for the Chicago Chesed Fund.

Moshe Isenberg
Avromi Katzenstein
Meir Katzenstein
J.L.
Ashy Levinson
Shully Lichtman
Yoel Mermelstein
H. Meyers

Boris Raskin
J. Ruben
D. Schwartz
M. Shapiro
Y. Selligson
Ralph Siegel
Jeremy Simon
A. Smolensky

David Tessler
Michael Weldler
Moshe Wiesenberg
Rafael Wiesenberg
Eliezer Zagorin
Mark Zagorin
Lee Zeffren
Boruch Zucker

Event
Sponsors:
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Steps
Up
For One Another
Chicago
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N

othing could stop our
fearless Chicagoan Women
this Mother’s Day as they
trekked up the 55 flight North
Harbor Tower to raise money for
infertility treatments. After weeks
of gearing up, the Chicago Chesed
Fund’s StepUp women’s tower
climb was met with incredible
success, generating tens of
thousands of dollars to help women
achieve the dream of motherhood.
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The event was all about a community of women being there
for other women and the sense of achdus that was felt made
the event so much more powerful. The diverse group all
came together as one community with the single-minded
mission: helping to create more moms for Mother’s Day.
In fact, the feedback was so positive that many have been
responding that they cannot wait to be involved next year
and would even welcome the opportunity to challenge
themselves with a taller building!

With a real energy and buzz, nearly 100 women came
together to climb, motivating one another as onlookers
cheered on their sisters, mothers, and daughters. At a far
faster speed than anyone would have anticipated, our
champions made it up to the top, many of whom remarked
that the tremendous motivation they felt was partially
responsible for their speed.

CCF would like to thank
all of our participants:
Katarzyna Biernat
Dana Hunter
Tobi Kost
Elana Kibel
Abigail Fliegelman
Meira Steinberg
Devo Pinsky
Sara Loew
Basie Goldfeder
Tzippy Polstein
Julie Klein
Erica Simon
Yael Weinfeld
Tami Lev
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Tova Kahan
Mari Gorenstein
Elisheva Polstein
Sara Reifer
Mazel Levin
Avigail Levinson
Eliana Cohen
Sara R Kaufman
Mindi Zissman
Eli Klein
Rebecca Friedman
Penina Hartman
Ruchama Siegal
Sarah Leah Kaplan

Aliza Frank
Estee Sendrovic
Gavi Kalman
Ahuva Shulman
Brittany Prero
Shira Devorah Rokach
Menucha Brenner
Chumi Friedman
Shoshy Lopin
Tziporah Gelman
Isabel Kucher
Donna Atkin
Adina Gerstein
Estie Spero
Elisheva Merzel
Dina Zimmerman
Maya Bass
Maya Rosenstock

Elana Meyers
Marni Rosen
Brittany Ray
Rena Silverstein
Rachel Podrigal
Taya Grilli
Miriam Kolom
Ariella Weill
Hannah Carl
Chaia Miller
Rebeca Price
Aliza Margolies
Yael Kurtz
Batsheva Brandman
Shira Ninio
Renee Zucker
Shana Shulman
Avigail Bass
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Chaya Kamionski
Nechama Redfern
Daniella Aryeh
Leah Gold
Zisi Seitler
Melissa Simon
Rivka Zimmerman
Leah Smolensky
Mimi
Mandelbaum
Dina Braunstein
Huvie Shabat
Nechama
Stallman
Rayli Merzel
Rena Mauer
Gayil Brandman
Devorie Gluck

Polina Imas
Chana Stein
Shiffy Greenspon
Rachelli Garfinkel
Ashira Lubowsky
Gloria Mauer
Meira Robinson
Rochel Shamsi
Carolyn Soffer
Rachel Gradstein
Rena Goldwag
Melissa Shabat
Samantha Dauber
Miriam Rivka Fuerst
Eliana Shabat
Yocheved Fine
Esther Romanoff
Elianna Vann

“The event response was enthusiastic, and women were
happy to be involved in the cause—giving women who
don’t have a chance to celebrate on Mother’s Day, a chance
to celebrate next year,” said Shoshosha Moskowitz, Program
and Volunteer Coordinator at the Chicago Chesed Fund.
Following the climb, the women stuck around for an
exclusive climbers after-party complete with a juice bar,
photo booth, snacks, music, and StepUp swag, ensuring
that they left refreshed and revitalized!
Huge congratulations to our winners: Katarzyna Biernat in
first place at 6:36 minutes, Dana Hunter in second place at

Event
Sponsors:

6:46 minutes, and Tobi Kost in third place at 7:18 minutes.
And a huge shout out to Team Elzfit for raising the most
money and to all the climbers who dedicated time and
energy for the cause!
A giant thank you goes to Tomer Bitton for giving StepUp the
use of the North Harbor Tower and to all of the residents of
the building for their support.
And of course, the event would not have been possible
without our dedicated committee members—Rachel
Alter, Eli Meystel, Sara Reifer, Melissa Shabat, and Mindi
Zissman—and all of our event sponsors.
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S

eeing a need in the community,
Rabbi Shmuel Fuerst, founder of the
Chicago Chesed Fund and Dayan in the
Chicago community, took on this enormous
project: raising funds to finance a program
dedicated to helping couples have children.
Baruch HaShem, the program has seen much
needed success; since its establishment thirty
years ago, the Chicago Chesed Fund has helped
hundreds of couples suffering from infertility
through the process of building a family. Today,
some of these couples are celebrating
the births of grandchildren!

Creating

Generations
How the Chicago Chesed Fund
		 Helps Couples become Parents
Childlessness is a pain that no couple should
have to endure. However, for those who cannot
have children naturally, the astronomical cost
of fertility treatments, coupled with the physical
and emotional strain of navigating the world of
treatment, leaves many of their efforts halted.
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Unfortunately, most insurance
companies either do not cover
treatment at all or offer very
little coverage. The cost of
one round of medication
is a whopping $5,00010,000 and the cost of a
single round of treatment
is approximately $7,00016,000. Often, couples must
undergo several cycles of
treatment before they achieve
success, totaling thousands upon
thousands of dollars on treatment.
With a mission to help every couple become
parents, and with a strong determination not to
turn anyone away, the Chicago Chesed
Fund works tirelessly to help pay for
medication when it is not donated,
and for medical bills or whatever
is not covered by insurance.
But they don’t
stop there. With
tremendous passion,
the Chicago Chesed
Fund is completely
invested in this mission,
going with each couple
every step of

the way to ensure that they can
successfully navigate the world
of treatment. In explaining
the need for supporting these
couples, Rabbi Fuerst said,
“Statistically, one in six couples
has trouble conceiving and one in
four has secondary infertility issues.
We should all be aware of that
fact – including couples who
were B”H blessed by the Ribono
Shel Olam soon after marriage.
We must help those couples
who weren’t; they are part of
Klal Yisroel!”
Many couples have expressed their appreciation for the
Chicago Chesed Fund. “Having such a valuable resource
to take away even some of the immeasurable
pain or loneliness is truly a bracha,” said an
anonymous couple who expressed that
they are likely to have never become
parents without the Chicago Chesed
Fund’s assistance and guidance
regarding medical referrals and
constant questions.
The Chicago Chesed Fund creates
an enormous impact, mitigating
some of the emotional, physical
and financial strain of infertility. For
many couples, the pain of childlessness
seems endless, but the Chicago Chesed
Fund provides a beacon of hope and with
Hashem’s help, continues to assist couples to
achieve the miracle of parenthood.
If you would like the z’chus of sponsoring a couple
or part of a treatment, please contact Rabbi Fuerst at
847-679-7799 x101 or RabbiFuerst@ChicagoChesedFund.org.

“

Having such a valuable resource
to take away even some of the
immeasurable pain or loneliness
is truly a bracha.

”
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Go Big &
Go Home
(in a Tesla)

TESLA model S, X or 3
or $50,000 CASH

Info@CCFraffle.com
847.679.7799 | ChicagoChesedFund.org

Purchase your tickets at

CCFraffle.com

